
Hands, Wrists, & Elbows

Week 6: Fortify the Pathway With Positive Tension
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IV. VISUALIZE 
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Hands, Wrists, & Elbows

Week 6: Fortify the Pathway With Positive Tension

Practice Tools: Move



1. WARRIOR 2

KEY FOCUS:

Start with swinging your elbow point behind you as you keep your wrists neutral 

Then wrap your elbow under and turn palms up and down, keeping your elbow neutral 

Bring the actions in your back arm into view, look back without turning your hips

How does the winding and unwinding of your forearm bones feed into your torso and 

legs? Invite the shifting tension to disperse and extend through your body

Consider the tension and flow through your wrists and fingers. As you move between 

pronation and supination, can the engagement connects you to your hands?

Useful modifications: 

Alternate between a straight front leg and a deeply bent knee, legs dynamic 

Move your hands slightly forward, ease the tension in your shoulders, neck and spine



2. SPHINX, DOLPHIN, FOREARM PLANK

KEY FOCUS:

Use a block or make fists to stabilize your elbow point under the pose and then work 

towards palm down. Bring armpits forward without collapsing into your elbow creases 

Move to dolphin and then to forearm plank, work with the same actions and support 

Once your palms are down, add the block between the length of your thumbs as well 

as between the length of your forearms. What width allows a steady and expansive 

midline hug? How does the block encourage full pronation, a crossing of the bones? 

 

Try different sequences between these poses, how does the shape and the engage-

ment in your torso and legs support the shape and engagement in your forearms?

Useful modifications: 

Add a strap around the base of your upper arms, loose enough to broaden out into the 

inner edges of your arms, firm enough to press out without falling off your elbow point

Knees down to prep dolphin and forearm plank, lift only if able to maintain alignment



3. HALF FROG POSE – QUAD STRETCH

KEY FOCUS:

Use sphinx prep, ready your standing forearm to receive the weight as you reach your 

other hand back. Kick your foot back into your hand to lift out of your bottom elbow. 

As you bend your elbow to bring your foot towards your outer hip,  

swing your elbow out and in-- orient to lift and press back into your elbow point

Can you create balanced tension in both arms? When in the front plane and in the 

back plane? When your back arm is pulled straight as well as while it is bending?

Useful modifications:

Place the loop in a strap around your foot, grab the loop (not the tail) 

Place your forearm on a diagonal with your elbow wider, make a fist in your hand and 

be sure that you don’t fall inside your elbow, collapsing into your inner arm



4. MARICHYASANA – SEATED TWIST

KEY FOCUS:

Hug your knee to your chest, lengthen up through your spine and turn inside your front 

leg- an easy spinal twist. Deepen from the work of your arms- front palm turns up and down, 

back elbow swings out and in, anchor into and extend from your elbow points

Deepening the crease of your front elbow and anchoring into that elbow point is easier  

due to the bend. Can you find the same clarity as you straighten your arm behind you?

Once you have deepened the twist from your arms can you shift the stability back into your 

spine to mobilize your arms? Front arm to outer knee, back arm reaches around to your thigh

Useful modifications: 

Twist away from your bent knee, same actions apply but arms have opposite roles

Bend your extended leg, bringing heel to opposite sit bone to decrease tension in hips

Place a strap around your extended foot and the top rim of your pelvis to ground the pose



Hands, Wrists, & Elbows

Week 6: Fortify the Pathway With Positive Tension

Practice Tools: Anatomy



ANATOMY POV: RIGHT ARM ELBOW CREASE (ALL)

Forearm Bones in Action 

Right forearm supinated and pronated- left and right

Both views: Notice the shape of the radius to allow 

it to carve over Orient to the interosseus membrane 

fiber direction when crossed and uncrossed

Palmar fascia 

Proximal radioulnar joint and distal radioulnar joint- left and right

Left view: Annular ligament, both sides of ligament attach on the ulna, 

ligament hugs radius to the ulna and the radius spins inside,

Right view: top two arrows on the right: interosseus membrane and 

joint space filled with synovial fluid 

Articular disc (between ulna and carpals) also forms part of the joint 

capsule for the joint between ulna and radius



Hands, Wrists, & Elbows

Week 6: Fortify the Pathway With Positive Tension

Practice Tools: Visuals



 

 

    

Ciclotrama 141 (epura) handmade cotton rope artwork by Janaina Mello Landini, photos by Gui Gomes 



 

 

            

Ciclotrama 141 (epura) handmade cotton rope artwork by Janaina Mello Landini, photos by Gui Gomes 



 

 

 
 

                  
 
 

Animal Towel Art 
Hanging Monkey photos by Spluch 

Yoda by Lois (cruise ship fanatic, My Cruise Stories)  
 



 

 

 
~NISPRAPANCAYA~ 

~THAT WHICH IS NEVER ABSENT~  

The essential Self can be known as that which is never missing, that which cannot be lost. 

 
Sanskrit Sound Study 


